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Join Us
Do you have an outstanding Agility Dog?
Do you like to Trial your dog but don’t like the entry fees?
Would you travel more if all of your travel expenses were paid for?
How would you like to turn the Agility training on your dog into cash?
If you like what you’ve heard so far, read on:
There’s a new form of Agility out there...It’s called ‘In-Line Oval Course Racing’ otherwise
known as Doggy NASCAR! The course is set up in an oval configuration with a single
start/finish line. A wide variety of tunnels, jumps, hurtles, and A-frames are spaced (in-line)
about 10 ft. apart. Contestants run one complete lap of the course attempting to capture the
fastest time. This is a speed event. All jumps are fixed at 10 inches high. The A-frames are
lowered to five feet high. We do not judge on contacts. The object is to complete a single lap
on this fast, easy, and exciting course as quickly as possible. The only penalties are for missed
jumps or knocked bars. Baits such as toys, treats, etc., ARE allowed! Three speed divisions
allow slower dogs, medium speed dogs, and fast dogs to compete equally within their own
speed divisions. Any breed can compete. Mixed breeds and pure bred dogs compete equally.
Cash prizes are awarded in each speed division.
The Speed Dogs are an elite group of canine competitors that will perform during NASCAR
auto racing events across the country. Some of these events may be to benefit a charity while
others will be conducted at various Motor Speedways that will be hosting the Speed Dog Show.
The show is choreographed to music and sound effects. The show closes with the fastest three
contestants running the oval course simultaneously during a three-lap race. To be eligible to
become a Speed Dog, you and your dog(s) must:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Be able to travel (all expenses paid).
Be able to perform in a loud and noisy environment.
Be able to compete along side of other contestants without any sign of aggression.
Be available between shows to assist in the training of novice dogs belonging to
NASCAR Drivers, staff, and family members.

For more information about the course, please click “Show Description” on the NASCAR page.
Click on “Show Videos” to watch examples of this exciting event.
Click on “Contact Information” if you have any questions or comments.

Thank you for visiting. We look forward to seeing YOU at the next NASCAR Speed Dog Show!

